iD4
HIGH PERFORMANCE USB AUDIO INTERFACE

GET CREATIVE NOW

- WORLD CLASS AUDIENT MIC PRE
  - 1 x Class-A Console Microphone Preamplifier

- PLUG IN AND PLAY
  - 1 x Discrete JFET DI Instrument Input

- PRISTINE CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY
  - High Performance Converters

- ZERO LATENCY MONITORING - MONITOR MIX & PAN
  - Record with confidence with our new monitoring features

- THE REVOLUTIONARY ‘ScrollControl’
  - Control your DAW & plug-ins with our virtual scroll wheel

- DUAL HEADPHONE OUTPUTS
  - Record, jam and listen to music with friends

BUS POWERED
2 in | 2 out

connect with us.
facebook.com/audient
twitter.com/audientworld
youtube.com/audienthampshire

audient.com
With a touch of a button iD4’s volume encoder becomes a virtual scroll wheel, enabling you to adjust DAW hosts, plug-in parameters and even scroll through your iTunes library - just like you’re adjusting a piece of hardware. And when you’re not using ScrollControl, pressing iD4’s volume encoder activates DIM, enabling you to quickly reduce the playback volume.

FEATURES INCLUDE:
- 1 x Class-A Audient Console Mic Preamplifier
- High Performance Converters
- 1 x Discrete JFET Instrument Input
- iD ScrollControl Mode
- Zero Latency Monitoring with Monitor Mix & Pan
- Main Speaker Output
- Independent Class-AB Headphone Output (dual outputs)
- Monitor Control Functionality
- All-Metal Enclosure
- USB2.0 Bus Powered (fully supports iOS)

World class Audient mic pre
JFET Instrument Input
Hardware monitor control
Dual Headphone Outputs

The MONITOR MIX feature lets you monitor a blend of both iD4’s inputs and your DAW playback, providing near zero latency monitoring while recording. Designed with creativity in mind, Monitor Mix allows you to quickly blend in your DAW playback and start recording along to your multitrack instantly, enabling you to focus on the music and lay down your track effortlessly.

Recording an acoustic guitar and vocal? iD4’s MONITOR PAN feature enables you to pan both the mic pre input and D.I input from left to right, making it easy for you to create a balanced headphone mix that suits you. Quickly plug in, set up a headphone mix and starting tracking instantly, perfect for singer songwriters & producers on the go!